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N.b.: Articles mentioned in the text are put in inverted commas while book and journal titles are in italics. Previously published related books are listed in as much detail (including publishers and printers) as those under consideration except when they are mentioned to substantiate a particular point. Works published in Ṭagrañana usually bear the Gregorian calendar and, hence, they are not marked with “YG” or any other symbol unless of course they are dated otherwise. Ethiopian and Eritrean names and technical terms are transliterated if they have been written in Gə’az script in the Vorlage whereas those originally in Latin script are rendered verbatim. Similarly, the so-called complex names (e.g., Kidanā Maryam) are written together (e.g., Kidanāmmaryam) if the authors have written them so on the title page. The following abbreviations are used in the footnotes:

APEth = Abebe Zegaye and Siegfried Pausewang (Eds.), Ethiopia in Change. Peasantry, Nationalism and Democracy (London, British Academic Press, 1994);
Ed. = editor;
Eds. = editors;
JES = Journal of Ethiopian Studies;
nd = no date of publication;
np = no publishers or no printers (as the case may be);
npp = no place of publication;
YG = Year of Grace [“amata mehrat”].
1. Introduction: “Ethiopians are more anxious than ever to know their history.” (Mulugeta Lule 1992)

Three and a half decades have elapsed since the appearance in print of RICHARD PANKHURST’s informative article – “The Foundations of Education, Printing, Newspapers, Book Production, Libraries and Literacy in Ethiopia”¹ – appeared in print. Many changes have taken place in the region since then, but an attempt to update or supplement it all round from outside Northeast Africa is impossible. It would have required a full-fledged research project that would have entailed a tour of the two countries, as no written reports on printing houses, libraries, or educational institutions seem to be available. Evidently, printing houses, if not publishers, have increased in number by leaps and bounds, but hardly any statistical data on their number, size and mode of production could be obtained in spite of an inquiry with the most likely institutions. Under these circumstances, one can at best assess the products of those enterprises which are in any case of special interest to academics.

The aim of this paper is on the one hand to provide a bird’s-eye view of historical and related works produced primarily by Ethiopians and Eritreans in their native languages and on the other hand to assess the trend, progress and growth of historical writing in the two countries. The first is essential not only as a source of information for scholars and students abroad who, in the absence of smart publishers and bookshop catalogues, may not be aware of newly published books in Go’ez, Tagrónña or Amharic which are anyhow issued in a very limited number of copies, but also as a reminder to international bibliographers who have consistently ignored such works unless published in a European language.² The second aspect must be of interest to Ethiopian and Eritrean intellectuals who, from


² An exception to this negligent practice is the work of PAULOS MILKIAS, Ethiopia: A Comprehensive Bibliography (Boston 1989). The Institute of Ethiopian Studies in Addis Ababa has compiled a bibliography under the title, Ethiopian Publications, in a dozen or so volumes since the mid-1960s, but it seems that the work has not been widely distributed for some obscure reason. A gratifying bibliography of books and booklets in Tagrónña has been compiled by a learned Catholic priest, Abba AGOSTINOS-TADLA, under the title: La Lingua Abissina. Edizioni «Adveniat Regnum Tuum» (Asmára, Franciscan Printing Press, 1994) 506 + 34 pages.
time to time, may give thought to what has been done and what is yet to be accomplished.

An appreciative, retrospective, occasional review of developments must gratify the hard-working ones and boost their efforts to achieve more. This is all the more true when we think in terms of the difficulties a writer or researcher resident in the region faces when trying to collect material or publish the results. Perhaps the most conspicuous problem is the lack of funds. There are as yet very few publishers or supporting foundations other than the external ones, to which only the few chosen ones have access. Even some journals, attached to reputed institutions, have not been able to survive. Annales d’Éthiopie of the Institute of Archaeology in Addis Ababa and the Ethiopian Journal of African Studies of the Institute of Social Science Research in Asmara, for example, seem to be gone for good; the Quaderni di Studi Etiopi published by the Ethiopian Studies Centre in Asmara also appears to have died out. In spite of the tremendous hurdles, however, a considerable amount of published material has been produced in both countries. The Journal of Ethiopian Studies, Ethiopian Journal of Education, Ethiopian Journal of Economics and Ethiopian Medical Journal appear to be still doing well. Books and brochures of all types are being produced by individuals, church organizations and government departments.

It is precisely this unmanageable volume of publications that has limited the scope of this article to scanning a particular area of study for a particular period of time. Even so, one must do with an arbitrary sample of historical titles only, as in central Europe there scarcely exists an accessible collection of the type of works considered here. The samples given are from my own collection as well as those of my colleagues and friends who kindly availed me of access.

The reader may legitimately pose the question whether there has been a boom in the production of historical works during this decade. In so far as no statistics on the production of books in Ethiopia and Eritrea is available, neither the affirmative nor the negative answer would bear the truth. The general impression is, however, that there is a positive development in the field. At least one journalist, Mulugeta Lule, voiced this opinion: “Ethiopians are more anxious than ever to know their history. Where did I come from? Who am I? What is my basis?
What kind of historical processes has my country undergone throughout the ages?"

There is, as implied in the above quotation, a cluster of historical explanations why so many historical works have been issued in the last seven years. In the first place, historical consciousness has increased tremendously especially since the late 1950s when Sven Rubenson and Richard Pankhurst firmly established historical studies of Ethiopia in the then University College of Addis Ababa. Many have graduated from the Department of History and become teachers and researchers of Ethiopian history, spreading the interest in and technique of writing history to the whole region. The Institute of Ethiopian Studies has also become the unparalleled shrine of meticulous collection and preservation of published and unpublished documents. The newly reformed Asmara University has incorporated in its structure the National Museum of Asmara and the Institute of Social Science. A department of history is also in the process of being organized. It is of course logical to expect that the more people are educated, the more contributions should come forth, and this has no doubt been the case.

It also seems to be a regular pattern that periodic events of national magnitude boost the production of publications related to the event itself, the country concerned and related phenomena. At least in the Western world, this was the case with Ethiopia regarding the British expedition to Mägdälä in 1867–68, the Italo-Ethiopian conflict of 1887–96, the Fascist invasion of Ethiopia in 1935–41, the Eritrean war of independence of 1961–91 and the outbreak of the Ethiopian revolution of 1974–75. The pending crises were accompanied by publications of all kinds providing historical background and conjectures on how they might develop. Very few assessed the events themselves while in process, but the aftermath brought about again a flood of books of all sizes and qualities, though usually these tended to attract scholars and memoirists more than journalists and money-makers.

On the Ethiopian–Eritrean side, the tendency is apparently to write in the aftermath rather than before, or during the course of events. This may have to do with the restriction of the freedom of the press available at the time. None would dare to publish an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the country, government or army before an imminent invasion or revolution, lest he/she would
be incriminated of betrayal or demoralizing propaganda. The free remarks contained in the memoirs of Ato Haddis Alämayyahu, for example, might have been seen in quite a different light in the 1930s with consequences which would have negatively influenced his future career, to say the least.

The aftermath is slightly different: the enemy is vanquished; the regime is gone, or the situation has so drastically changed that the opinion of a citizen has scarcely any impact on it. Thus, the victory of ‘Adwa gave impetus to the production of historical and literary works for decades thereafter. Similarly, the Fascist occupation of 1936–41 provided themes for novels, plays, poetical works and historical writings in the 1940s and 50s. The era of the monarchy was to some extent a subject of focus in the 1980s, though not as dramatically as the scrutiny of the Marxist period itself in the following decade.

All these historical epochs and the personalities pertaining to them have remained active in the mind of the Ethiopian and Eritrean writers. They were further enriched in this decade by the development of dramatic changes in the political and economic arena: the fall of the Marxist regime, the end of the war which shook the country for thirty or more years, the realization of Eritrea’s sovereignty, the introduction of a decentralized system of government and the initiation of a free market economy.

The last two have indeed generated intensive discussions expressed in newspaper and magazine articles, but, unlike the Red Terror or the storming military expeditions of Mängśtu Ḥaylā Maryam, they have so far stimulated no novel or significant treatise, probably because their results are not so predictable.4 On the other hand, a significant increase is noticeable in the areas of documentation, biographies, autobiographies and memoirs, all of which must be of special interest to scholars. There is also a significant continuity in relatively new spheres – social, economic and health studies – which, however, cannot be looked into in this paper any more than literary or linguistic contributions.

Finally, it should be mentioned with satisfaction that the readership has also increased immensely. One of the few merits of the Marxist regime in Ethiopia has been its intrepid pursuit of the noble project known as the literacy campaign initiated by secondary school and college students in the late 1950s. The Eritrean

---

Peoples Liberation Front (EPLF) also rated education highly, particularly in the 1980s when schools were established under shelters for children, and adults (including those abroad) were encouraged to acquire at least the rudiments of reading and writing. If supply is a reflection of demand, I have had the pleasure of witnessing during my trips in the last few years that there have been more bookshops in Ethiopia and Eritrea than ever. The number and geographical distribution of printing houses shows a marked change. There is also a noticeable presence of publishers, though their output has yet to increase greatly before their impact can make itself felt. The Ministry of Education is apparently concerned about this problem; it organized a major symposium in Addis Ababa in May 1996 to consider ways and means for the promotion of “the publishing industry”. 5 The works mentioned here are produced not only in Addis Ababa and Asmara as in earlier decades, but also in Awasa, Mäqälä and in other centres.

Before concluding this introductory note, it may be necessary to add a word on the scope of these notes. It has been stated above that the point of concentration would be historical and related works produced primarily by Ethiopians and Eritreans in their native languages. Unfortunately, there are inevitable exceptions to this self-imposed rule. There are Ethiopians and Eritreans who publish in foreign languages, and foreigners who reside and publish their works in their adopted countries and, hence, these contributions cannot be ignored even if they may be in foreign languages. The works of those who reside abroad are (particularly if published in Europe or North America) often included in the international bibliographies and, hence, there is no need to include them here. Nonetheless, it has proved technically difficult to distinguish between those writers who live in their respective countries and those who live abroad, whether or not as exiles. To complicate matters further, there are cases of Eritreans and Ethiopians who live abroad, but publish at home and vice versa. There are also those who live alternately in their native as well as their adopted countries. Wherever possible to confirm their location, they are mentioned in or excluded from the article, as the case may be. Hence, the article is by no means comprehensive in its coverage, and should for all practical purposes be seen not as an end in itself, but rather as a stimulator to bibliographers and writers to take more interest in materials produced in the countries they study.

2. Historical Works

The writing of history is deeply rooted in the Ethiopian and Eritrean tradition. It is one of the most dominant components of the countries' culture. This tradition has been well represented, though not particularly promoted, in the three recent political periods – the eras of the monarchy, Marxism and federalism. The emphasis is, as in the old tradition, predominantly on epochal accounts and biographical descriptions. However, three other components, introduced in the twentieth century, have featured well among the publications: autobiographies/memoirs, ethnic/regional history and documentary compilations. These and other aspects will be briefly reviewed in the following sections.

2.1. Comprehensive History

Historical works which cover all periods and all aspects of Ethiopian history are very limited in number, but they are apparently on the increase. The four volumes of the diplomat and lifelong government official, Ato TĀKLĀ ṢADIEQ MĀKẂ(IRIYA, were followed in the late 1980s and 90s by the three books of the historian, LAPPISO G. DĔLEBO, a graduate of Howard University and a consultant at the Institute of Nationalities in the 1980s. In LAPPISO’s books, southern Ethiopia is integrated into the historical writing for the first time. All three books are obviously based on the Marxist interpretation of history.

The first book6 outlines the history of Ethiopia beginning with pre-historic times. The emphasis is on the Aksumite and Agâw periods. Archaeological and palaeontological sources are used. A year or so later followed the second book7 which describes the socio-economic developments of the 19th and 20th centuries, including the outbreak of the revolution. The third one,8 which appeared in print some years later, is devoted to the economic and social factors that led to the

revolution including the question of Eritrea. Special emphasis is placed on the
analysis of the historical developments which governed the blood-stained relations
between Ethiopia and Eritrea. It concludes with a recommendation that efforts
should be made to revive and rehabilitate Eritrea, but fears that political separation
may forestall the expected good relations.

Several other writers have also contributed to the assessment of the political and
cultural history since early times. Under the title *Ethiopian Civilization*, the
economist, BÄLAY GÔDÄY,9 dealt with the legacy of Aksum. Political and religious
developments as well as trade, economy, architecture, music, etc. are surveyed.
The last chapter sums up the living heritage of Ethiopia which can be traced back
to the Aksumite kingdom. A journalist who lived in exile in Canada during much
of the Marxist era, NÄGGA WALDA ŠIŁLAŠE10, also surveyed Ethiopian history
from ancient times to the present after the fashion of Jones and Monroe, but with
more emphasis on the cultural and historical integrity of the country.

Perhaps the most interesting work on cultural history is that of the prominent
lawyer and writer HABTÄMARYAM ASÄFFA11 who had already made an original
contribution to Ethiopian Studies through his dissertation by inferring Aksumite
criminal law from epigraphic sources. He has also penned some 30 or more
novels, anecdotes and legends. The book in question reviews prehistoric and
historical developments, but places more emphasis on the legacy of Aksum and
the origins of various cultural institutions. Its conspicuous shortcoming is that
the point of concentration is only the traditional Christian kingdom whereas
Ethiopia of today connotes a complex of cultures. To these must be counted
ADHANA HAILE ADHANA’s article, “Mutation of Statehood and Contemporary
Politics”12 which strides back and forth in time to survey Ethiopian politics in
the light of history.

2.2. Epochal Studies

Almost all the authors who chose to write on historical topics in the 1990s
concentrated on the so-called modern period of Ethiopian history, i.e. the last 150

9 *Yä̀iyòpSya Sàloštànë* (Addis Abëba, Barhanonna Sàlam Printing Press, Mäggabit 1983 YG
= March–April 1991) 196 pages.
10 Cf. note 3 supra.
11 *Yä̀iyòpSya Tarik Tsìyàqewôčëñna Bañlòč* [= “Ethiopian Historical Questions and
or so years or a part of it, while Eritrean writers invariably focused on the war of independence. The period referred to as the modern period of Ethiopian history has been summed up in a most scholarly way by BAHRU ZEWDE\(^\text{13}\) of the Department of History of the University of Addis Ababa. Using most of the major research works, this book brings together the main political, economic and intellectual developments and traces the roots of the various challenges the country was facing in the second half of the twentieth century. An Amharic version with additional documents has recently been issued by Addis Ababa University Press.\(^\text{14}\) One of the challenges – the issue of leadership – was taken up shortly thereafter as a conference paper by a former faculty member of Addis Ababa University, TSEHAI BERHANE-SELASSIE.\(^\text{15}\)

The tradition of the chroniclers recording individual royal eras has been accepted as a convenient division of periods, and quite a few Ethiopian writers produced monographs on each of the rulers from Tewodros II to Ḥaylā Śollase I. The prolific writer Ato TAKLA ŚADĪQ MĀKWĀRIYA, revised his first historical work *From Emperor Tewodros to Emperor Ḥaylā Śollase*, which had served for decades as a textbook in Ethiopian schools, producing three major monographs on the periods of Tewodros II (1855–68), Yohannes IV (1872–89), and Menilek II (1889–1913) with particular emphasis on “the unity of Ethiopia”.\(^\text{16}\)

His example was in part followed by the famous journalist, now dead for some years, PĂWLOŚ ĖÔÑŇÔ who published one monograph respectively on Tewodros, on Menilek and on the Italian invasion which falls within the general context of the


era of Ḥaylā Šallase. The interesting aspect of PAWLOS’ work is that a number of rare internal documents and reminiscences of elders are reproduced, though the sources are mostly not clearly acknowledged.

The famous Emperors received extensive treatment not only from their own chroniclers, but also from later compatriot and foreign writers, however, justice has at long last also been done recently to the uncrowned “Emperor”, Ḥiğ Iyyasu, the grandson of Manilak II who had chosen him to be his successor. Much of what was hitherto published in Ethiopia about Iyyasu was brief and biased, though a better but as yet unpublished work by the deceased educator, Blatta MÅRSE ḤAZÄN WÄLÄ QIRQOS is known to exist. Two works appeared in print almost simultaneously in the mid-1990s – Aläqa GÄBRÄ ṢGZI’ÅBHER’s chronicle of Iyyasu and Zäwditu and GÖBÄZE ṬAFFĀṬÄ’s biographical study of the Prince published by the Maison des Études Éthiopiennes. The former writer devoted at least 20 chapters to a fair assessment of the Prince’s years of rule, while the latter dedicated a monograph to his centenary which incidentally was also the 80th birthday of the author himself. The work is rather defensive and apologetic, but it contains a fair amount of new material and provides a new insight into the era of Manilak’s successor to the throne.

The victory of Ḍaw, celebrated annually on the second of March, gave a new impetus to authors and institutions in the centenary year of 1996 to review and glorify its history at least as much as did the centenary of Dogali in 1987. The centennial celebration included an international conference of scholars organized by the Institute of Ethiopian Studies in which this epoch of African pride was analysed more than ever. Over fifty papers were presented on the military, social, cultural, and political aspects of the campaign.

18 History of Ḥiğ Iyyasu’s Reign, 1913–1916 (Amharic Text) 46 + 7 typewritten pages; deposited with the library of the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), London.
cultural, legal, diplomatic and ecological aspects of the campaign. The proceedings must be of considerable interest when they appear in print.

At the time of the conference, three monographs were published in Amharic and English: The Institute of Ethiopian Studies prepared a monograph entitled Yā'adwa Wolo. Yā'adwa Zamačanna Ṭorrmaṭ Bāsot Yā'ayn Masskeroč Siṭārak [= “The Campaign of ‘Adwa: The Expedition and Battle of ‘Adwa as Narrated by Three Eyewitnesses”]. The book contains excerpts on the war from various works by national and foreign authors, the most original of which is an account written by Grazma Yosef Niguse, Manibk’s interpreter and court official, which had apparently not been published before.

A certain ABBÄBA ḤAYLĂMĂLĂKŌT also produced a treatise on the events immediately preceding the campaign of ‘Adwa, the battle itself and the aftermath. The author, about whom scarcely anything is known, is praised for his effort in the epilogue by the ageing writer, Ato TĂKLĂ ṢADHQ MĂKWEŘIYA.

Finally, a new aspect – the victory of ‘Adwa and the role of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tăwahdo Church – until recently neglected by historians, was treated by a group of writers who apparently authored the work on behalf of the patriarchate. It is an assessment of the historical role of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church in the campaign of ‘Adwa from the point of view of the patriarchate. A message from His Holiness Abuna Ṣawlos, as well as a few photographs, have been included. An English translation paginated independently is included in the same volume.

The treatment of the next traditionally popular era – the years of Fascist occupation of Ethiopia, 1936–41 – has apparently been considered rather marginally in the recent years, and I have come across too few other works beside that of PAWLOŚ Ō:NOŇNO which has been mentioned earlier in this article and the

memoirs of HADDIS ALÄMAYYÄHU recorded below. Two interesting studies are AHMED HASSEN OMER’s article, “Italian Local Politics in Northern Shäwa and its Consequences 1936–1941” and RICHARD PANKHURST’s assessment of the material culture the Italians left behind and the damage caused by another European power immediately following the defeat of the Fascists.

The period of Ḥaylä Šallase I as a whole has in fact been more or less ignored except in connection with the background to the revolution of 1974 and the Marxist military regime brought to power by that very uprising. TÄSFAYE MÄKWÄNEN is one of the few who deal with the recent history of Ethiopia: the era of Ḥaylä Šallase I and the revolution. As a background, a couple of chapters are devoted to reviewing the whole history of Ethiopia: ancient, medieval and the nineteenth century. As a Marxist interpretation of history, only selected topics are of course dealt with. It includes also the history of the Eritrean liberation movements. The book was originally published in the Netherlands in 1990.

Two historical novels dealing with the period have, however, been published in the present decade: one which characterizes the events on the eve of the Italo-Ethiopian war of 1935–36 and the Fascist rule that followed it, TADDÄSA ZÄWÄLDE and GÄBÄYYÄHU ÄYYALÄ, Rämät. Tarikawi Lábolläd [ = “Hot Ash. A Historical Novel”] (Addis Abäba, Kurrz Publishers, 1983 YG = 1992–91) 303 pages; and the other which describes the struggle of the resistance fighters against the Fascists was written by WÄNDÄFFÄRAW BAQQALA, Yaññäw Nai Mengizem [= “You are Ours Forever”] (Addis Abäba, Artistic Printing Press, 1984 YG = 1991–92) 172 pages.

This applies of course mainly to local publications. Scholars of Ethiopian origin living abroad and international academics still deal with various aspects of the period, though there again not all can be regarded as serious. Mention should be made of the work of YÖHANNÄS MÄSÄÄ, Ityopaya: Astädadär āma Politikawi Hidit [= “Ethiopia: Administration and Political Process”] (Los Angeles, Fidal Publishers, Mäskäräm 1989 YG = September–October 1996) 471 + 5 pages – which may not appear in the international bibliographies in spite of its publication abroad. It surveys the whole history of Ethiopia with particular emphasis on the Italian invasions of 1884–96 and 1935–41 as well as on the reign of Emperor Ḥaylä Šallase.

Another work which concentrates on a particular episode of Ḥaylā Ṣallase’s era – the abortive coup, the first major attempt to remove Emperor Ḥaylā Ṣallase from power, – is that of Ỵiḥun Alamsêggad whose title Fana Ṣwạ̈ğī30 has been borrowed from a descriptive phrase traditionally used for a group of servants in the Imperial palace whose duty it was to carry torches and provide the royal chambers with light. Obviously, the coup attempt of the Imperial Guard in December 1960 is presumed to be the torch which provided the future brightness of the revolution.31

At least a few other writers, however, see the dark side of the same revolution: under the title Ỵag̣aṭäṭč̣ Heywẉät32 [= “The Wanton Life”], Gâbrâ Iyyâsûs Ḥaylâ Maryam ascribes to the seventeen years of Marxist military rule in Ethiopia numerous atrocities and disasters. This critical review of the Marxist era is allegedly intended to be a warning to the transitional government as well as to the expected democratically elected government. The book was apparently published around 1992.

Yohannēs Mulugetā33 also characterizes Mângōstu’s era with the phrase “Destroy and Perish” which forms the title of his book. This work is a commentary (or a kind of memoirs, though the author does not characterize it as such) on the Marxist era with many references to the personal experience of the author himself. Apparently, the author enjoyed a high position in the government and had access to a great deal of information. Babile Tola (probably a pen-name) further pinpointed a particular episode within the Marxist era as most disastrous, because a generation has been annihilated, as the Amharic title alleges. The book34 was originally published in English in 1989, but it is said to have been

32 Addis Abâbâ, Commercial Printing Press, nd, 466 pages.
34 Yâwâlwâd ʾlq̣iq̣ṭ. Q̣iỵ Sobbo Ḅä Ḳ̣TỴPỌ smuggling [“The Annihilation of a Generation. Red Terror in Ethiopia”]. Translated by Awg̣iĉ̣aw Ṭarṛaf̣ā (Addis Abâbâ, Commercial Publishing Enterprise, nd) 214 pages. The book was originally published in English under the title, To Kill a Generation: The Red Terror in Ethiopia. The same work has been translated into Amharic allegedly by Šâggaye Gâbrâmâdûjîn, a leader of the EPRP, under the title, And
Production of Historical Works in Ethiopia and Eritrea
censored under the Marxist regime. Hence, its Amharic translation could follow only some years later.

Among the most strongly hit groups at the time of the so-called Red Terror of 1977–78 was the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP). The history of this political movement of young intellectuals has been accounted for at least in part by Kfäflü Taddása’s work The Generation. The History of the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party. Part I: From the Early Beginnings to 1975. In the words of its publishers, “This is a book about a generation of Ethiopians who embarked on an arduous struggle to transform its country … The history of the EPRP is a complex wave of events where the economic, political and social forces are inextricably linked. It is an event that would cover major socio-economic transformations and this book tries to reflect that reality, sometimes side-tracking to recount events pertaining to incidents that could express the human aspect of the struggle.”

The Amharic version was published in 1995 or 1996. A chapter reviews the reign of Emperor Ḥaylā Šallase, and another the student movement. The remaining five deal with the struggle of the EPRP up to the declaration of land reform of March 1975.

Perhaps the most detailed and scholarly assessment of the Marxist period as a whole is the work of Andargachew Tirunah (who was working in Addis Abāba at the time it appeared in print), entitled The Ethiopian Revolution 1974–1987: A Transformation from an Aristocratic to a Totalitarian Autocracy, which was originally presented as a doctoral dissertation at the University of London.

There are also a few historical novels on the period, two of which should be mentioned here on account of their quality: Kevin O’Mahoney, “Meaza” of Ethiopia. An Historical Novel of the Ethiopian Revolution (Addis Abāba 1991) 178 + 14 pages; and, Bereket Habte
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Finally, a few writers came to ponder on the post-Marxist period which ended the harrowing wars under which Ethiopia suffered for years, but which, at the same time, brought with it new circumstances and policies with which not all groups could agree. Hence, the retired university professor MASFEN WALDA MARYAM posed the question “Ethiopia: From Where to Where?” as a title of a booklet39 in Amharic. With a more explanatory title, DARAĞGA MÅRSA assessed the transitional period, as the years 1991–94 were referred to, from the points of view of the provisional government and the various opposition groups. In an article entitled, “The End of Crises? Or Crises Without End? The Evolving Dynamics in Post-Dårg Ethiopia”, DAWIT ABATE reviewed critically the political development in Ethiopia after the fall of the Dårg and the performance of the Transitional Government of Ethiopia (TGE).41

2.3. Eritrea

As a subject of study, the question of Eritrea has been of special interest among both Ethiopians and Eritreans in the last five decades. However, it was regarded as too sensitive a matter under the monarchy and the Marxist military regime and, hence, nobody dared to speak openly, let alone write about it. The few publications that saw the light of day came mainly from the governmental sphere. For example, Eritrea: Then and Now42 was produced by the Press and Information Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs while the unsigned so-called Call of the People of Eritrea43 which was allegedly written by representatives of labour unions, youth and women associations, etc. to condemn the fronts and endorse unity with Ethiopia is very reminiscent of the booklets issued by the Ministry of Information. A few intellectuals nonetheless dealt with one or the other aspect of

41 Cf. APEth pp. 280–308.
43 (Asmara 5 October 1987) 22 pages.
the question in the course of their academic studies abroad,\textsuperscript{44} though apparently none dared to publish such a work until the 1980s when all hopes of reconciliation seemed to have been dashed.

The political changes of the 1990s undermined the taboo of treating Eritrea as a subject of historical study, and quite a few works have appeared in print within a short time, though the old theses and the preference for some aspects of study lingered on both sides at least in the early years of the decade. For the first time, an Ethiopian writer by the name of \textbf{ALAMSAGGAD BOGGALA ADAL} reviewed the recent history of Eritrea in a book entitled \textit{The Eritrean Riddle},\textsuperscript{45} with special emphasis on the war of independence. He outlines the origin and activities of the Eritrean liberation fronts and the policies of the Ethiopian regimes and concludes with a remark that it is his hope that Ethiopia and Eritrea will one day be reunited.

About the same time, the Eritrean novelist and fighter, \textbf{Ya\textsuperscript{eken} SHEHAQ GABRA IYASUS}, produced a small book entitled \textit{Judge – in Truth, Who and Where are Ethiopia and Ethiopians? And What About Abyssinia? The Consequences of Ethiopia’s Malady},\textsuperscript{46} an acrimonious work which discusses the etymological origins and different uses of the terms Ethiopia and Abyssinia as well as the legend of the Queen of Sheba.

Not all works are rancorous, however. A good example is the work of \textbf{ADANE TAYE}\textsuperscript{47} which appeared in print in 1991, but which was probably written much earlier. It traces the development, extent and quality of schooling in Eritrea with a gratifying objectivity. In a lengthy essay entitled “Eritrea: Evolution Towards Independence and Beyond,”\textsuperscript{48} another Ethiopian, \textbf{MELAKOU TEGGEN}, reviewed the Eritrean question in the light of history and pleaded for liberalism and a better understanding between the Ethiopian and Eritrean peoples. An attitude of


\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Ya\textsuperscript{eken} Shehaq Iyassu}, Addis Ababa, Bole Printing Enterprise, 1985 YG = 1992–93) 215 pages. In appendices, the founding members of the ELF are listed. A short bibliography is also provided.

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Fardu – N\textsuperscript{eken} B\textsuperscript{eken} B\textsuperscript{eken} Iyopp\textsuperscript{eken} Iyopp\textsuperscript{eken}\textsuperscript{eken} Ab\textsuperscript{eken}on M\textsuperscript{eken}on Iyoom? Hab\textsuperscript{eken}ak\textsuperscript{eken}? Hamam\textsuperscript{eken}–Iyopp\textsuperscript{eken} Za\textsuperscript{eken}itt\textsuperscript{eken}o Sa\textsuperscript{eken}en} (Asmara, Franciscan Printing Press, 1992) 136 + 8 pages.

\textsuperscript{47} \textit{A Historical Survey of State Education in Eritrea} (Asmara 1991) 146 + 10 pages.

\textsuperscript{48} APEth pp. 45–76.
reconciliation and collaboration is also demonstrated in a book containing a collection of essays by a group of Eritrean intellectuals and edited by AMARE TEKLE, *Eritrea and Ethiopia. From Conflict to Cooperation.*

An urgent appeal for a systematic study of Eritrean history and the preservation of archaeological sites has been made by Abba YÂSHHAQ GÂBRA IYYASUS in a booklet entitled *Panorama of Heritage: Touring Historical Ruins, Temples, Monuments, Stone-Inscriptions, Tombs and Caves of Eritrea.*

There are also specialised studies related to particular aspects of Eritrean history. ZÂMÈHÌRÀT YOHANNÀS, now one of the leading officials in Eritrea, assessed the Italian colonial rule in Eritrea in a booklet published immediately after the victory of May 1991. Another fighter, SÂLÔMÔN DÈRÂR, gives a vivid eyewitness account of an episode in the war of liberation around 1980 in which a particular contingent of fighters achieved an astounding feat. Perhaps the most extensive and well-written account of struggling Eritrea is that of ALÂMÎN MÂHÀMMÀD SÀDÎ, one of the high officials in Eritrea, which describes the history of the liberation fronts and their conflicts as well as the war.

2.4. Biographies

One of the features of historical writing in the Ethiopian–Eritrean tradition is the biographical aspect. Until the early decades of the twentieth century, the focus was on two groups of personalities: firstly, the saints whose life history was given in the individual Gàddàt (hagiographies) or in the Synaxarium compiled chronologically according to the days of their celebrations; and secondly, the rulers in the chronicles. Perhaps the first to initiate biographical study after the western fashion was the talented Ethiopian writer, AFÂWÂRQ GÂBRA IYYASUS, who wrote a monograph on MÀNÌLÌK II in Amharic. The analysis of the merits and demerits of
that work lies beyond the scope of this survey. But it must be said that in part his example was eventually followed in Ethiopia and Eritrea. Another prominent writer, Blattengeta ḌEHIRUY WALDA ŠILLASE, introduced the first biographical lexicon miniature by issuing a small biographical dictionary in 1929. Pursuance of such a compilation was unfortunately not attempted for decades until the Journal of Ethiopian Studies published a quick compilation by Blattengeta MAHTÄMÄ ŠILLASE WALDA MÄQÄL, who had kindly accepted my request to produce one. This was followed by the first of four planned volumes of a biographical lexicon compiled by the Institute of Ethiopian Studies. So far, only the first volume has appeared in print; the remaining volumes are expected to follow. A young artist, TAYE TADESE, produced a biographical compilation of Ethiopian artists in two parts, a useful work of its kind; but it is not clear whether he continued further before his untimely death in 1995. Similarly, the learned Qäysis KÄFYALÄW MÄRAHI outlines the historical role of a group of saintly women in the church in a short booklet. The same author published a few years later another book on **Women in Ethiopia** in which successful women in Ethiopian history are described.

As in the earlier decades, quite a few biographical studies of individual persons have been published in the 1990s in the form of monographs and journal articles. If we consider the persons studied in chronological order, the famous Ras Alula, whose life has already been studied by so many, comes first. A faculty member of the newly developing institution of higher learning at Mäqlä, MULUWÄRQ KIDANÄMÄRYAM, published in Tägraña the latest biography of the notable on

---

59 Mäwa‘ol. Rä‘issi Alula İngoda (Abba nāgga). Nammäbbål 100 ‘Amäät Bä‘al ‘Awät Kwinät ‘Adwa Zatädälawät [= “…: Prepared for the Celebration of the Centenary of the Campaign of ‘Adwa”] (Mäqlä, Zämänawi Täkkal Ḥätät, 1988 YG = 1995–96) 256 pages. It should also be mentioned that a historical novel in which Alula played a role has been published by the prominent writer MAMMO WUDDENÄH, Yohannes. Bätarik lay
the occasion of the centenary of the victory of Adwa to which the Ras had contributed significantly. His contemporary, Ras Mäkwänñan Wäldä Mika’el, mentioned by almost every history book on the period, was a subject of study already in the 1950s when Ḥaylā Giyorgis Bällätā published a monograph on his life in Ga’az. Its Amharic translation has appeared in print recently. Another contemporary, the talented Muslim poet – Sheikh Ḥuson Gōbril, has also been a subject of study in recent years. His biography, written by a graduate of the Addis Abäba University, includes a collection of witty poems and anecdotes attributed to the Sheikh and, hence, the work is as much a documentary evidence as it is a biography. Pawlos Noññ’s book on Mënïlak and Goɓže Taﬄṭa’s monograph on Iyyasu – both mentioned above – are also biographical works as much as they are expositions of their respective eras.

A few resistance fighters – the leading one of them being Dāggāzmač Gārāsu – received attention when several decades after their death Tabör Wami, attached to the Ministry of Education, produced a biographical monograph in Amharic. The book is mainly a detailed life history of the patriotic leader Gārāsu Dukki, though a number of short biographies of other resistance fighters, as well as an assessment of sources are also given. About thirty photographs and genealogical charts are reproduced. Another writer, Mâmhar Kñññarñg Marqós, produced a short biography of Abunà Marqós, one of the dignitaries consecrated under the influence of the Italians, but who was confirmed by the Ethiopian government as metropolitan of Eritrea. He was killed in a car accident in November 1960.
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In contrast to the above personalities, Emperor Ḥaylā Šollase received the least attention, presumably for reasons of the prevailing political circumstances. This assumption is justifiable when one considers the number of works about him published abroad. In Ethiopia his image is still suspended between the revivalism of the sentimentalists and the hatred of the revolutionaries. The monograph by GETAČĆAW MĀKWANNĪN, written as a centenary memorial, is a daring attempt, however superficial it may be in its approach. Various monographs and articles by Ethiopian scholars have already appeared in print, particularly in Europe and the United States. The published memoirs of some of his officials (see below) also reflect a great deal of his character and personality. Our knowledge will certainly be enriched when the works of H.H. Ras ŪMARU, Fitāwṛari ṬĀKĻĀ ĤĀWARYAT, Kāntība DĀSTA and others become accessible. One of the latest biographies of the leading personalities is that of the present head of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tāwahdo Church. The patriarchate produced volume I of his biography, in a very traditional manner, not dissimilar to the hagiographies, but still a very revealing work. No author or editor is mentioned by name.

Apart from rulers and great warriors, two educators have captured the attention of writers: Māmḥar Yāshaq – son of the learned Protestant Tāwaldāmādhān and brother to Blattengeta Efrem – is widely acknowledged in Eritrea as the founder of modern education. The life story of this educator who became legendary in his lifetime for his veracity, frankness, diligence and humour has been narrated in a

64 A novel characterizing the socio-political panorama under the monarchy and in which the Emperor plays a role was written during the Marxist era by ISAYAS DĀMĪSSE, Škučăr [“The Intrigues”] (Addis Abāba, Bole Printing Enterprise, 1982 YG = 1989–90) 255 pages.


66 See, for example, the two articles by BAHRU ZEWDE: “Ḥayla-Sellase: from Progressive to Reactionary” in: Preproceedings of the Sixth Michigan State University Conference on Northeast Africa (Holiday Inn, East Lansing, April 23–25, 1992) pp. 29–43; and, “Ḥayla-Sellase: From Progressive to Reactionary” in: APEth pp. 30–44.

small book by Yisähaq Yosef, apparently a man who knew him personally. Another man of merit in the field of education was Gãbrà Īgzi‘bher Gobbaw Dästa, conventionally known as Kãntiba Gãbru, who worked as an instructor, translator, interpreter, administrator, writer and senator, and yet one of the Ethiopian intellectuals who had to play the underdog. His biography has been written in Amharic by his son, DAWIT, a retired police colonel. To these should be added RITA PANKHURST’s biographical study of Kãntiba Gãbru’s daughter, Sandu, a leading educator, writer and politician. There is also a biography of the poet, Nãggadras Tãsämma Ǝštäte, which will be mentioned later in connection with the valuable poems and expressions it contains.

2.5. Autobiographies / Memoirs

The writing of one’s own life history is a twentieth century innovation in Ethiopia and Eritrea, unless of course one interprets the royal chronicles as autobiographies. The field did not even have a proper name until Mäsfon ‘Alamayyåhu coined the phraseological appellation – gòllå tarik – in 1996. Until then, it went under any name including tazzáta = reminiscence. Its use was in any case not widespread since its introduction under Yâhuywät Tarik (generally understood to be the field of biography) by Ŭirú Walda Šallase in 1929.

Apart from four individuals – the first Prime Minister Ras Bitwãddäd Mäkwannon Ìndalkaččåw, Emperor Ḥaylå Sollase I, the court official Ðäggazmač Kãbbãdã Ťšámma and the lawyer Ḥaywät Ḥådaru – none apparently attempted to publish his/her life story before this decade. Autobiography was generally regarded as immodest in the Ethiopian societies. Yet, it is no secret that many have written their life histories and reminiscences and used the manuscripts as a memory aid in their old age. For some reason, the 1990s saw a relative boom in this area.

The former cabinet minister and diplomat, Ato ḤADDIS ʿALĀMAYYĀHU,71 opened the decade with the publication of a part of his fascinating life history, namely, from the eve of the Fascist invasion of Ethiopia to his release from prison in Italy in 1943. His honesty and sense of humour coupled with his great talent of style and presentation have made the book at least as readable and enjoyable as his famous trilogy. Equally gratifying is the autobiography of his schoolmate and colleague, Ato AMANUʾEL ĀBRĀHAM,72 whose English translation has been published abroad. The original in Amharic is said to be in preparation for publication by the University Press of Addis Abāba. An interesting reminiscence is also the alleged memoirs of the second Imperial Prime Minister, Šāḥafe ṭaʾṣaz ĀKLİLŪ HABṬĀ WĀLD, one of the 60 officials executed in November 1974. It is said to have been written in prison and appeared a dozen years later in instalments in the Amharic magazine Tobiya Nos. 6–10 (1986 YG = 1993–94).

A vice minister in Akilū’s cabinet73 and a prisonmate of his colleagues under the revolution, Ato ABĀRRĀ ĞĀMBĀRĒ,74 has vividly described his prison experience in the Grand Palace during the years 1974–82. This work also contains a long list of the officials and academics imprisoned there by the Dārg. The former high court president of the governorate of Ĥarār, Fitāwrārī KĀBBĀDĀ HABṬĀ MARYAM,75 in a first volume relates his escape from arrest at the outbreak of the revolution and the beginning of his exile in France. There is, however, no hint so far as to whether the second volume has appeared in print. An Eritrean lawyer and fighter,

73 Among these cabinet members who have published their memoirs should also be included GAITACHEW BÊKELE [Getaćiw Bäqqä] who lives abroad and who has authored the book: The Emperor’s Clothes: A Personal Viewpoint on Politics and Administration in the Imperial Ethiopian Government, 1941–1974 (East Lansing, Michigan State University Press, 1993) 206 + 6 pages.
‘ALĀMSĀGGĀD TĀSFAY,\(^{76}\) has also recorded his reminiscences of the war of independence in a mixture of prose and poetry.

Finally, mention should be made of the incomplete, but still very illuminating autobiography of the outstanding poet, playwright, novelist and academic, Ato MĀNGŠTU LAMMA, who died in 1988. The work, which covers his life from childhood to his university studies in London, has been published with an introduction by the editor, MĀSFĪN ‘ALĀMAYYĀHU\(^{77}\).

2.6. Church History

The history of the three major churches in Ethiopia and Eritrea – The Ethiopian Orthodox Tāwāhdo Church, the Catholic Church and the Evangelical Church – have been considered by insiders in recent years. Most of the publications are in Amharic, but there are also a few in English and Tāgrānā.

The Orthodox Church, which has always been a major focus of study, has still a great deal to offer by way of historical material and interpretation. The new works represent perspectives on its history, doctrine, sacred books, laws, and relations with other churches. An assessment of the role of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church in the campaign of ‘Adwa has already been mentioned in section 2.1. above.

Another book by KĀFYALĀW MĀRAHI\(^{78}\) assesses the history and the holy books of the church as well as its contributions to education and the literacy campaign. The book was published by an agency of the Ministry of Education known as The Production and Distribution of Books, and hence, it appears that it was intended for educational purposes.

The patriarchate produced a revised edition of the short but clear handbook of the church in Amharic and English bound together and entitled The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church – Faith, Order of Worship and Ecumenical Relations.\(^{79}\)


\(^{79}\) (Addis Abāba, the Patriarchal Head-Office, 1995) 159 pages.
Another author closely connected with the patriarchate, ከኔፋ ጓብርኤል ኦ Twiggeh, wrote a book which outlines the procedures, customs and traditions of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahdo Church as a congregational organization. The author was head of the department of church education and training at the time the book was published.

Lule Melaku, who had earlier produced a booklet on the baptismal teachings of the church, sums up the history of the early church fathers and the major church councils of the fourth and fifth centuries from which time the separation of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahdo Church originates.

Finally, a very meticulously descriptive and comparative study of the history and structure of the 81 canonical books of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahdo Church has been published by Dibakkullu Zawde. Another significant contribution of the same author is a detailed commentary and history as well as value assessment of the Fatḥa Nagást, a work which has as much to do with the traditions of the church as with the laws of the state.

The history of the Catholic Vicariate in Ethiopia and Eritrea is presented in three meticulously researched books entitled “The Ebullient Phoenix: A History of the Vicariate of Abyssinia” by an Irish missionary priest, Kevin O’Mahoney, who worked in the region for a long time. The last volume covers the period up to 1916, and one can only hope that the period thereafter will also be worked on in the foreseeable future. Similarly, the early history of the Protestant church, established by the Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Mission, is told in a booklet by a veteran.

---

member, Ato AMANU’EL ABRĀHAM, an eminent octogenarian who stood by the Mākanāyāsus Church throughout his career as a teacher, diplomat and cabinet minister.86

2.7. Ethno-History

The writing of ethnic and/or regional history was by no means favoured under the monarchy even if no deterrent decree seems to have been issued. Although the Marxist regime professed the promoting of ethno-cultural and linguistic identity, it appears that hardly anything was produced by way of historical or ethnological examination; such an undertaking would nonetheless have enriched the national history. Apart from the works of ĀṢMA GIYORGĪS on the Oromo, TĀYYĀ GĀBRĀ MARYAM on the peoples of Ethiopia and GĀBRĀ IYYĀSUS ‘ABBAY on the peoples of Mārāb Mālla, there seems to have been no significant publication in this area, at least in the earlier decades. The few works that appeared in print in the 1990s seem, therefore, indicative of a great change.

MICHAEL GHABER’s monograph on The Blin of Bogos was post-humously published in the early years of this decade. It surveys the history of the Bogos or the Blin in the nineteenth century. The main text of the work was originally submitted as a senior paper at the Department of History of the then Haile Selassie I University, Addis Abāba. The research was updated and extended with an epilogue shortly before the author’s death in 1992. This work is supplemented by a Tāgrañña translation of ALBERTO POLLERA’s work on the peoples of Eritrea by Abba YēsēHAQ GĀBRĀ

86 For his biography, see JOHANNES LAUNHARDT, Ato Emmanuel Abraham. Christuszeuge in Ṣthiopien (Erlangen, Verlag der Evangelisch-Lutherischen Mission, 1980) 30 + 2 pages.
88 (Baghdad, Type set by Margaret Sarafian, 1993) 70 + 8 pages (paperback, small size).
IYYÄSUS\textsuperscript{89} who was mentioned earlier in this article. This edition is provided with a short introduction pertaining to the significance of the work and the author. An incomplete list of Pollera’s publications related to Ethiopia and Eritrea is appended.

Another people who, unusually, received the attention of an Ethiopian writer were the Betä Ṣrâ’el or Fâlaša, as they were commonly known. In a booklet ASRÄS YAYYAH\textsuperscript{90} reviewed the history and culture of the Ethiopian Jews. A map showing their geographical location is also included. Similarly, NOCHO WODEEBUSHO\textsuperscript{90}[sic] outlined the history of the kingdom of Kafa. The emphasis is on the nineteenth century, and the work tends to be an ethnographic survey rather than a historical analysis. An interesting work on the Oromo is the one by Balambaras GABBESSA ĬGĔTA,\textsuperscript{92} who suffered imprisonment under the Dârg. The book considers the social, religious and customary life of the largest ethnic group in the country. Another work\textsuperscript{93} on the social and political history of the Oromo was recently published in an Amharic translation, the original having apparently been written in English in the 1980s by a member, or members, of one of the Oromo liberation fronts.

Some research papers on various peoples of southern Ethiopia – including the Guג by ELFNEH UDESSA and TADDESE BARISSO, the Hadiyya by MOGES MOLLA, the Gäm and Konso by TADDESE WOLDE, the Wola’itta by TSEHAI BERHANE-SELASSIE and the Gurage by WORKU NIDA – were presented at the Eleventh International Conference of Ethiopian Studies at the beginning of this decade.\textsuperscript{94}

Perhaps the most popular ethnic group among Ethiopian writers as well as foreign scholars is the Gurage. At least four books have been published in Amharic on that

\textsuperscript{89} Dâqqâbbat Ḥāṣbatat Eratr = “Native Peoples of Eritrea” (Asmára, Ḥadrí Publishers, 1996) 323 pages.
\textsuperscript{92} Yâ oromo Bâher Bahlonna Ačćâr Tarîk = “The Culture and Short History of the Oromo Nation” Book I (Addis Abâba, Artistic Printing Press, nd) 271 pages.
A Short History of the Soddo Gurage with their centre at Aymäläl which is reputed to be the first settlement of the Gurage in the mid-fifteenth century, while Wärqu Nāda  outlined the history of the Gurage at the end of the nineteenth century. Muhammad Anğamo features well throughout the book. A more analytical work is that of ‘Alamayyahu Nari Wërgaso which deals with the history and culture of the Gurage people. The author is obviously familiar with the research works related to his people and does not hesitate to cudgel previous writers wherever they erred. The author planned to publish three other related volumes, but it has not been possible, in the course of writing these notes, to find out if any of them has appeared in print. As far as cultural history of a particular ethnic group is concerned, the book of Gābrā’īyyāsūs Haylāmaryam is more original. It describes the social tradition of the Gurage with particular reference to slaves and slave-owning practices. The book was originally published in one of the Gurage languages before it was translated into Amharic. The author has written about a dozen books in all.

2.8. Documentary Works

A few works which contain material of historical interest have also been published in recent years. The well known Nāgarit Gazeta, the legal organ of the Ethiopian government since 1941, which contains proclamations, decrees, official appointments and legal notices is still being published. Since 1991, the Eritrean government has been publishing the laws and related legal matters in a similar organ known as the Gazeta Āwaģat Erātra [“Gazette of Eritrean Proclamations”], a successor at least in name to the Eritrean Gazette of the 1940s and 50s. The practice of the 1940s of publishing regional customary laws in Eritrea seems to have been revived by the Capucin Brothers in Asmāra, one of whom produced an edition of The Laws of
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A member of the legal department of the Eritrean government, YO"HANNIS HARTA SALLASE ADHANOM, assessed the democratic elements of the traditional laws on which one could base land reform and other changes in a booklet entitled: Dämokrasiyawi Ba'atat Haggì Andabba. Šakwa'u Dobri nay Mi'atti 'Amät Ba'adawi Mägza'atî [= “Democratic Components of the Customary Laws: Their Impact After a Hundred Years of Alien Rule”] (Asmâra, np, 1992) 83 + 12 pages.


(Asmâra 1993) 44 + 4 pages.

The first was: Qalä-Mäštäyq Wänna Şäbaft G.M.E. [= “Interview with the Secretary-General of the Provisional Government of Eritrea”] (Asmâra, 6 Nähâs = August 1991) 48 pages.


103 (Asmâra 1993) 44 + 4 pages.

104 The first was: Qalä-Mäštäyq Wänna Şäbaft G.M.E. [= “Interview with the Secretary-General of the Provisional Government of Eritrea”] (Asmâra, 6 Nähâs = August 1991) 48 pages.

a writer. A short introduction and a table of contents are provided. The documents are arranged chronologically. A collection of folklore, poems and anecdotes related to the biography of a hero of the nineteenth century, Naṣuṣā Ḣul, has been published under the title of a popular folk song in Eritrea by Abba Yīṣḥaq Gābrā Iyyāṣūs,106 mentioned earlier in this article. A teacher and writer, ṢArsāṭāṣamma, has produced perhaps the most systematic and valuable booklet107 consisting of a brief history of the Tegrayna language and a collection of poems, witticisms, aphorisms, and anecdotes within the context of historical events as well as vivid descriptions of traditional games, ceremonies and customs. A part of it was presented at an academic symposium organized by the University of Asmāra in 1983.

The lifelong leader of the Ethiopian Football Federation and cabinet minister of culture and sports in his old age, Ṣto Yūnus Dňwqēw Tǎsǎmma,108 produced a monograph comprising witticisms, sayings, poems and anecdotes of his quick-witted father who became legendary for his remarkable, sarcastic and poetic comments. A unique work is that of Yīṣḥaq Yoṣef,109 a writer mentioned earlier, on the History of the City of Asmāra. It is based on oral traditions and reminiscences of the elders. As such, it is a collection of source material rather than a study, though the author attempted at some points to interpret the meaning of some area names. A collection of letters by a former official of the Dārg, Dawit Wǎlād G허ygṣi, addressed to President Măngṣīt Ḥaylā Maryam and the newspaper Addis Žāmān after the writer went on exile has also been published.110 No editor is given for this booklet, but the staff of the aforementioned newspaper seem to have been involved.

Finally, it must be mentioned that there have been some editions of ecclesiastical works pertaining to at least the Ethiopian Orthodox Tǎwǎndo Church which can be useful sources for the religious history of the region, though I had access to only

very few of them. The outstanding book-producer and zealous church adherent, Ato TĂŞFA GĂBRĂ ŠILLASE, published perhaps the most extensive compilation of the miracles of St. Mary in two parts:111 the first contains 270 miracles and the second 123 miracles, both in Goś’az, together with an Amharic translation. The MAHBĂRĂ HĂWARYANT [= “Society of the Apostles”], which published numerous works earlier, has also issued an edition of the so-called NĂgăşt, consisting of Enoch, Job, First Samuel and Second Samuel112 in recent years.

3. Summary / Conclusions

As the random samples in the preceding notes show, publications of various kinds and qualities have been continuously produced (albeit obvious financial, political and technical difficulties) in Ethiopia and Eritrea in Amharic, English, Goś’az, and Tğaŋăňa throughout the decades of this century, and particularly in the present one. In the field of history, which has been taken as a point of focus in this article, conspicuous progress seems to have been made in the last half a dozen or so years as a result of the enhancement of historical consciousness promoted partly through education and partly through the prevailing political circumstances which awakened many, at least in the case of Ethiopia, to the uncertainties that have been looming up on the horizon. In the case of Eritrea, the primary drive seems to have been the search for identity and self-assertion following the attainment of sovereignty. Another factor is the rise of a relatively vast and rapacious readership in both countries evolving from the educational efforts of the last half of a century and the general literacy campaign which accompanied formal schooling. Furthermore, there has been a marked expansion of printing facilities, bookshops and libraries, as well as some pioneering publishing houses—all of which might have provided an impetus in their own way. The production of some works critical of the contemporary government may also reflect the existence of a relative relaxation in censorship, at


least in the early years of the decade, a unique situation which was unthinkable under the monarchy and the Marxist regime.

Two significant aspects of the recent production of historical works in Ethiopia and Eritrea have been the marked improvement in quality as well as the increase in thematic variety. Episodic, epochal, biographical and autobiographical studies are prevailing over the traditional tendency of commencing history with Adam and Eve. Likewise, the narrative and/or collective method of history is gradually giving way to the interpretive, but not at the expense of source materials which are also being sought, collected and published.

Most of the works have a touch of originality, as they incorporate, consciously or otherwise, materials derived from oral traditions and personal observations of the authors. It is, therefore, time for scholars, reviewers, bibliographers and librarians outside those countries to take these works seriously into account.